
 

Accidental Research Outtakes 

In the equilibrium of fate  
the revolving heart is a door. 
A snowflake is an aphorism posing as a sphinx. 
Under the world the duck of bad luck quacks.  
The word Blue blinks and looks silly and turns to the right, introducing the 

philosophical excess in his pleasure dome, as if I were to burst like a piñata 
and you poured out. He’s a swell guy after all.  

With noiseless current strong obscure and deep the central stream of what we feel 
indeed—as if he had made himself the dogmatic particular of a general 
condition unknowable as such. 

Is the first person singular a place in line? 
There is a selection of the mask as well as a sobering memory in a row of trees; 

there is a ring of years the trunk adds into itself in time. He blew on the earth 
and it turned. 

Watch how his mind is guided into research as if it were a pencil by number set, 
coloring in the foot first, butt of a musket, topmost section of the mast with 
the crow’s nest, nearby gull or distant cloud or onshore clump of grass, 
leaving all the broad vague inner mass of undistinguishable content till the 
very end. 

“Strange and hard that paradox true I give, objects gross and the unseen soul are 
one.” 

Sonja wants plastic bags for a water fight in the wading pool I’d arranged so the 
punctured side would be uphill and wouldn’t leak as quickly. 

The obelisk flattens as the curved lens recedes. 
Blazing the trails west, 

         there he is with his buckskin fringe. 
The part along the cuff I always wiped my snot on 
my brother later wiped his too. A concise drum, 
a memory. During a Telemann quintet 
the flute part twitters in synchrony with light bouncing on the window, reflected 

from what?  
“Too much of a good thing can be wonderful.” 



 

Mae West. Cary Grant. Their names are tiny sentences. 
The whole history of 19th century music was their uncomfortable clothing. 
When she first came in after the Christmas tree had been removed, she noticed 

the absence but said “the room came back.” 
They thought that by tapping the picture the drum depicted would beat. 
She kept asking where Tom and Huck lived now, so I finally had to tell her they 

lived in people’s imaginations, where they always had—and couldn’t help 
but add their imaginations got the best of them. 

After the children’s bath: a litter of soggy bandaids along the rim of the tub, like 
the ring of dead moths around the reading lamp, come to expire in the 
presence of electricity. 

In the spare basement room where years before I’d had the powerful physical 
registration of vomiting into a basin brought to the side of the bed for just 
that purpose, his wrist turned so quickly you didn’t see the coin in the open 
palm. The trick was to cup the proffered nickel or quarter in the hand at just 
that spot where the grassblade had freakishly slit open for him at eight years 
old a glimpse—that same night his friend’s dead dog’s ectoplasm appeared 
to him intact white on the arm of the sofa in the dark living room beyond the 
kitchen where they were dishing out ice cream before tiptoeing hushed back 
down the hall to catch Frankenstein for the first time on the late late show—of 
how to conceal the dollar bill while the captive audience thought it had been 
sealed into the burning envelope. 

One after another a sentence becomes: 
enzymes and entrails. 

 Lines     planes     points     dots, 
 desires. 

Pansy and primrose. 
 Narcissus’ and jonquils’ heavy smell is 

        pending. 
Content with 

         content. 
Who would have guessed those pointillist dots would thicken into visible 

brushstrokes and still be boats on a river, black sky and yellow water, 
vermin bobbing around the silhouetted legs of more than you bargained for, 



 

        Menschheitsdämmerung? 
Coming home from the park: a pocket of eucalyptus buttons that smell like Vicks 

Vapo-Rub, a feather, some notes scribbled as usual on a scrap of old receipt 
or a long expired library card, the railroad roundhouse visible down below 
and the vast mountainous distillation of the continent just beyond. 

In the color-coded reading-advancement series, praying mantis’ lethal mating—
filed under pale mauve—was as far as I got. 

As for Mahler, the broken shell of his development revealed an undigested 
philosophical chunk. 

Tom chortled as we approached the Cambodian neighborhood market on 
Melrose, with its dominant odor of faintly gone meat. 

The porcelain blur of a fart echoes in the tub just after the gurgle of bathwater 
sucks through the drain. 

A duet for triangle and pennywhistle 
performed in tandem with a trio for cello, theremin and bongos. 

Joanne eventually discovered her dog lived in at least two other houses in town, 
answering at each to a different name. 

In Webern the music lacks a focal plane: you don’t know if you’re in front of it or 
behind it; if it’s very close or far away. 

Would you mind connecting those dots called «overcome» and «undergone»? 
Yellow Peril billboards along the coastal drive back then: consider that here even 

history and maybe genocide get optioned by public relations firms. Proctor 
and Gamble sounds like—what else? 

Does it really come down to the kitsch of pilgrim grade school cutouts versus the 
actual snap of the whip and its widening gash in flesh? 

Under the heading TEARS COME TO MIND, begin with Billie Holiday’s Blindfold 
Test in 1950, hearing Duke: “I’ve always wanted a band to play under me 
like that when I sing; they don’t mess around or noodle, they just help you. 
I’ve wanted that all my life.” 

The mail, delivered late Saturday, was found blowing up the street on Sunday by 
a neighbor, unseen by me and as yet unread, a dark gray card from 
Providence, with burgundy letterpress text: 

 give back what disappears 
 as if a detour in forgetting 



 

could 
(Rosmarie Waldrop) 

Bluejay’s sharp beak shatters a peanut butter cracker. 
Every cognition 
clears the fence or jumps the crack or hits the top 
and breaks and drips and stains the wall. 
First you learn Onrush, Volume, Delay, then you pick up Melt and Gasping 

Sorrow. 
Chuck’s banana altar on the dashboard under the windshield—brittle black skins 

in piles; we said goodbye on the porch of Olson’s Gloucester flat, tears down 
her cheek on the street to the car, the day bright blue over the harbor after 
that brief shower on the stony shore, picking three kinds of seaweed ripe for 
harvest between falling rain and the lobster boats moving in on the traps 
offshore.  

The heart would break and all the tears be blood. 
Small shapes of earth in clods budged aside by stalks as they rise from the bulbs 

underground. 
In Gauguin’s portrait of Mallarmé 
Poe’s raven’s beak is visible just over the shaved left side of the poet’s head. In 

the Rosicrucian chapel he leans on the alchemical bubble lighting up the 
vault. 

“Mysticism seeps like a vapour through the overheated walls of the crumbling 
mind…” 

She’s got bright wings and hovers giving suck to the wash of melancholy in the 
colored hill.  

Nothing better than running along behind the mower through a lane of moist cut 
grass in late summer preschool dusk. 

(“What dose tings tween you peenits?” Testicles. “Oh yeah, tettickles like 
poptickles.”) 

To turn aggressive strangers aside: “It takes two,” Maria says, “and I’m not one.” 
After two thousand years punchlines become cosmology. 
How do you make change from all that time you spend? 
You wouldn’t happen to be an isolated outbreak, would you? 
Obituary columns read like a graduating class. 



 

Reason is the aspirin for a bad memory. 
Muzak is tone porn. 

 “Somebody Hold Me Till She Passes By” & “I’ll Trade All My Tomorrows (For 
Just One Yesterday)” by Narvel Felts, “Timber I’m Falling” & “Money 
Greases the Wheels” by Ferlin Husky —& what about Eddie Rabbit, Sandy 
Posey, Moe Bandy, Spade Cooley, Dottie West, Homer and Jethro, Freddy 
Fender, Ernest Tubb, Bashful Brother Oswald’s “Stockade Blues,” Lewis 
Grizzard, Conway Twitty and Faron Young?  

For 40 points: André Breton, the Pol Pot of literary predators—a man possessed 
with the power to consecrate a crew of male groupies—was called the 
Harvey of poetry by Nicholas Calas (inspiring Roland Barthes to dub 
Mallarmé the Hamlet of ècriture). Is or is not the author of Surrealism, or, The 
Prehensile Tail of Romanticism? 

Roy Rogers and Bullet and Trigger and Dale Evans, 
Gene Autry and Hopalong Cassady, 
Robin Hood and Little John and Friar Tuck and Maid Marion, 
Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig, 
Jim Thorpe and Knute Rockne, 
the Swamp Fox and George Rogers Clark and Ethan Allen and the Green 

Mountain Boys, 
Hiram Ulysses Simpson Grant, George Tecumsah Sherman, 
Stonewall Jackson and Robert E. Lee, 
Frank and Joe Hardy and Chet, 
James Bond and Miss Moneypenny, 
T. S. Eliot and Ezra Pound: 
chaperons of my young imagination. “Therefore: 
I love my sum.” 
Descartes before the horse. 
“You’ll be left holding the bag.” “Would that be the same bag you left the cat out 

of?” 
Through the years we watched with horror as the child took on all the mean 

traits we’d idly predicted for her by her parents’ way of bringing her up by 
bribes. 



 

Chris said his job was to talk people down from bad trips—except for those he 
didn’t think deserved it. “But you don’t get 

honey with balloons,” said Christopher Robin. “I do, 
whispered Pooh. 
Can you find your way back to Spare Oom and War Drobe, 
asked the faun. With spring 
the rising Peach Flower Stream flowed everywhere 
and he no longer knew his way back to fairyland. 
Our Malathion protest paves the route to Dodger Stadium through Echo Park. 
“Daddy, 

         I don’t want to have very much brains”—why not?— 
“I want it to be hair. 
Hair is not brains.” 
Picture-book accuracy still doesn’t deliver the goods about scale and conversion 

of image to living thing: standing by the porch steps, Hilda points to a lizard 
at her feet: 

  “Daddy, 
what dat addigator doin’ dere?”  
Walking into the speaker: “ouch,” she said, “I bumped into the music garage.” 
A plate of melon rinds, banana, cucumber and grapefruit skins to sweeten the air 

of the house through the morning. She farts and solemnly reports “Dat’s a 
motor from my bottom.” 

A smoky red gladiolus unfolded sagging with the weight of its blossomed head a 
dusk at the fringe of the underbrush all day long. 

As she climbed off the toilet she told me the word on the trash bin said drop. 
“How’d you know that?—you can’t read.” “I can only read garbage cans.” 

If we leave that calendar up on the wall long enough all the numbers will line up 
under the days of the week appropriate to whatever year it’ll be by then. 

“Getting back to the timeless basics we never even had the time for anymore”: 
now there’s a timely aspiration.   

At the meeting I explained how Jim had a tough go of it because holding several 
positions of authority all at once like he did, it was possible to interpret 
every use of any portion of that authority as an abuse of authority, and 
nobody’d ever know the difference under the present setup. 



Here we go down the valley of onward—now Custer and the Light Brigade dash 
on Prancer, dash on Vixen. 

Was the word “psychedelic” coined in Saskatchewan before or after Operation 
Midnight Climax on Telegraph Avenue? 

Regardless, Meow Mix becomes litterbox pudding. 
The thing they hated most about Nixon was Agnew. 
Not Antichrist in public office 
but scale by glittering scale 
Viceregent Venom lifting his veil. 
The holes of the safety net had been made too big 
and the falling bodies it was meant to catch 
went right on through. 
“In the infinite spirit is room 
  For the pulse of an infinite pain.” 
Counting sleep jumping over a fence, 
or a cow on the way to the moon. 
Muddy dog, rain still falling, nasturtium leaves so thick we can’t see the flowers 

beneath Mother Nature’s childhood indiscretions: ignitions, ignitiations. 
And what about all those books that flunked the test of time? 
Of course I read The Noise of Culture, but will I make it to The Moment of 

Complexity—and what about that there “Eye of the Beholder”? 
Kinetically—since the U. S. is one huge state fair, hucksters galore—a pie contest 

might as well be in progress, to judge from the frolic of the Rhine maidens in 
the oomph of the tuba next door. 

How many times, walking past a construction site, have your farts coincided 
with the slap of falling lumber? or precisely synchronized with the 
percussion of hammering? 

Fiction tweaks its pauper cousin Fact with impishly affectionate impudence: 
“The langue is a prisoner of the lexicon, but the text is out on parole.” 

With a book like Finnegans Wake they have to take a census, as if the population 
were changing all the time, or bad memory comes along sucking down 
chunks of nascent recognition the moment they bud. 

The tacit whimsy of it was that—notwithstanding the fact that Jimi Hendrix 
could play a single string like melting wax dripped in a glowing cascade 



from sputtering wick to wick—“bone conduction” was the loss for words 
she appeared to have meant about the feel of Clapton’s guitar in her ear. 

Ribbons of plum bloom up and down the branches. 
Crotolaria’s yellow flower’s ruffled curve, near Italian Stone Pine in upper 

camelia woods, azalea like a cloudburst covered the ground with blossoms. 
I was running with the dog along the fire-trail when a portion of my reticular 

activating stem was flung across the path in front of me. A rattler. Which is 
to say, the gushing stem requires and craves, 
      I rattle. 

The triumph of the world of the will in its representations. 
Mysticism can have a logic; spontaneity can have a script; improvisation can be 

scored. 
Marlene Dietrich in Blonde Venus’s New Yorican Dada Hoodoo dons the gorilla 

suit as she croons “Hot Voodoo.” 
Let’s have that again: Ruskin wrote 
The Ethics of the Dust for housewives? 
She drew the line at dating a Mouseketeer (“It’s the ears!”) 
“Put the macaroni on Daisy and Goofy.” 
Now they put on the lurid tattered spinning and twirling dresses from Tivoli. 

Once upon a time she was an owl and wriggled and wriggled. Then, she 
claims, she left her feathers in a drawer and put her wings back into your 
body. 

Last night Hilda dreamed of heaven. 
Thick woods, leaves everywhere, 
and eventually there in the deepest part was God 
sitting on a pile of twigs, “very tired out.” 
She told me this at 7:30 a.m., as I was in bed, more than half asleep, drowsily 

feeling the immanence of each new detail of her telling slowed in the brain to 
a place before speech, slower than language, till it all squeezed together into 
a vivid ray of light that poured with almost watery ululation over me,  

and I was awake  
and the light was real. 


